
Conditions of participation in the raffle 

“25 Years EuroEyes Cyclassics Advent Calendar” 

 

§1 General 

(1) The organizer of the raffle is IRONMAN Germany GmbH, Höchster Strasse 90, 65835 

Liederbach (hereinafter "IRONMAN Germany"). 

(2) Participation in the raffle is only possible under inclusion of the present conditions of 

participation. By participating in the raffle, the participant accepts the present conditions. 

(3) Participation in the raffle is only possible if the respective participant has previously 

registered for the EuroEyes Cyclassics 2020 and has expressly agreed to the participation as 

well as these conditions of participation when registering for the EuroEyes Cyclassics 2020. 

(4) All natural persons with legal capacity and a minimum age of 18 years can take part. 

(5) IRONMAN Germany reserves the right to change the conditions of participation at any time 

and to terminate or interrupt the competition at any time. This applies in particular in the 

cases in which an orderly expiry of the raffle in the opinion of IRONMAN Germany is 

endangered or can no longer be guaranteed. 

(6) There is no entitlement to participation. 

§2 Time Limits 

(1) The participation period of the raffle starts on 30/11/2019, 15:00 CET and ends on 

24/12/2019 at 15:00 CET. 

§3 Prizes 

(1) From 01/12/2019 to 25/12/2019 there will be a daily raffle for prizes of the EuroEyes 

Cyclassics Partners. The order below is for convenience only and does not reflect the actual 

order in which the following prizes will be raffled: 

 

1. Picture package of FinisherPix (36,99€) 

2. High-quality sports bag incl. Toiletry bag and product range (200 €) 

3. High-quality sports bag incl. Toiletry bag and product range (200 €) 

4. High-quality sports bag incl. Toiletry bag and product range (200 €) 

5. Enervit - On-Course Nutrition Package (8x Gel 8x Riegel, Iso-Drink, bottle) (50€) 

6. Enervit - Before-during-after Paket (4x Pre-sport, 4x Gel, 4x Powercrunchy, 4x Proteinbar, 

Salt Caps, 2x Recovery, Shaker) (50€) 

7. Enervit - backpack + Products (75€) 

8. ROADBIKE – Annnual subscription (75€) 

9. Santini - Vega XTREME Jacket (230€) 

10. Stevens - Ass Saver and Cap (40€) 

11. Stevens - Ass Saver and Cap (40€) 

12. Stevens - Ass Saver and Cap (40€) 

13. Kluth - Turnbeutel with products (25€) 

14. Kluth - Turnbeutel with products (25€) 

15. Gazprom - Jersey, bottle & cap (75€) 

16. Scandic Emporio Hotel Hamburg - Voucher for one overnight stay in  a double room(175€) 

17. Slot for HAMBURG WASSER World Triathlon (110€) 

18. Slot for EuroEyes Cyclassics (80€) 

19. Slot for EuroEyes Cyclassics (80€) 



20. ERDINGER - Fanshop voucher (50€) und an ERDINGER Alkoholfrei headband 

21. List and Ride voucher (25€) 

22. 1x2 VIP Tickets EuroEyes Cyclassics (300€) 

23. Active City Package – bottle, USB Stick, pencil, paper pad, pin, lanyard, reflection band, 

jersey (30€) 

24. Active City Package – bottle, USB Stick, pencil, paper pad, pin, lanyard, reflection band, 

jersey (30€) 

 

(2) On 25/12/2019, the main prize will be raffled among all participants who registered for the 

EuroEyes Cyclassics on 16/08/2020 from 30/11/2019 at 15:00 CET to 24.12.2019 at 15:00 

CET and registered for this raffle. The main prize is: 

 

A SHIMANO Ultegra Di2 Disc component group (worth 2.499€) incl. Bike fitting (worth 

199€) as part of the EuroEyes Cyclassics 

 

§4 Procedure of the raffle 

(1) All participants who register from 15:00 CET the day before until 15:00 CET on the day of 

the price announcement for the EuroEyes Cyclassics on 16/08/2020 and have agreed to 

participate in this raffle automatically enter the raffle. 

(2) The winner's draw will be made after the daily registration deadline (15:00 CET). The winner 

will be informed by email about his prize until 10:00 CET the next day by IRONMAN 

Germany. 

(3) In addition, the name of the winner will be communicated via the respective Facebook post. 

(4) If the winner is not available and / or does not contact IRONMAN Germany within ten days 

after being contacted, the prize will be forfeited and a new winner will be drawn. 

 

§5 Exclusion from the competition participation 

(1) The legal representatives and employees of IRONMAN Germany and their partners are 

excluded from participation. The family members of the aforementioned group of persons are 

also excluded from participation. 

(2) The participation of professional raffle operators who organize their customers' participation 

in the raffle is prohibited. 

(3) Participants who violate these conditions of participation, use unauthorized aids, or want to 

gain or gain advantages by other manipulations, can be excluded from the competition by 

IRONMAN Germany at any time. The same applies if a reasonable suspicion exists for the 

existence of one of the aforementioned actions. The multiple participation of an individual 

(for example, through the use of multiple accounts on a single platform) is also inadmissible 

and may lead to exclusion from the competition. 

 

§6 Privacy 

(1) IRONMAN Germany collects personal data of the notifying persons for the registration to the 

EuroEyes Cyclassics 2020. Unless otherwise stated in these Terms of Participation, the rules 

set out there for the protection of personal data apply. For the realization of the raffle, the 

participant uses the following data, which he enters when registering for the EuroEyes 

Cyclassics 2020: name, address, e-mail address, date of birth. Except for the name of the 



Participant in anonymized form (first name and first letter of the last name are communicated 

via Facebook as under §4 (4)), IRONMAN Germany will not publish any of the data listed 

here. 

(2) The collected personal data of the participants will be used by IRONMAN Germany only for 

the purpose of the raffle and then deleted. The consent of the participant is revocable at any 

time. A revocation during the participation period leads to an exclusion of the participation in 

the competition. 

(3) The supplemental provisions do not apply to the use of personal data of IRONMAN Germany 

for participation in the EuroEyes Cyclassics 2020. 

(4) Personal data, which are sent by the participants additionally to an IRONMAN Germany 

address, are used exclusively for the realization of this raffle. 

(5) The personal data of the participants will be used by IRONMAN Germany only for the 

purpose of the competition and then deleted. The consent of the participant is revocable at any 

time. A revocation during the participation period leads to an exclusion from the participation 

in the competition.  

 

§7 Liability 

(1) IRONMAN Germany excludes the liability for the incorrect or incomplete transmission or 

transmission-related loss of participant data, unless this was caused by deliberate or grossly 

negligent conduct of IRONMAN Germany. In particular, IRONMAN Germany shall not be 

liable in cases in which subscriber data are not transmitted or not transmitted on time due to 

incorrect and / or incomplete data entry by the participant. 

(2) The winners cannot assert their warranty claims regarding their winnings against IRONMAN 

Germany. 

(3) IRONMAN Germany assumes no liability for damages to the profits that result from the 

shipment or are attributable to an incorrect or incomplete postal address provided by the 

participant. 

(4) The announcement of the winners by IRONMAN Germany is without guarantee. The legal 

process is excluded. 

 

§8 Applicable law 

The present conditions of participation are exclusively subject to German law. Jurisdiction for all 

claims under these terms and conditions is Frankfurt am Main, Germany. 

 

 

 


